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Jamaica Kincaid came to the United States in 1966 as a freelance writer and is now a New Yorker staffer. Her first volume of stories, River Bottom (1983), depicts men and women alienated from each other's conflict, physical separation, or death. History My mother vividly describes the painful separation
between mother and daughter; and the stories of Annie John (1985) clearly reveal that the world of the past cannot be regained. Kincaid's poetic use of language and everyday images allows the reader to experience routine events with new and hypersensitivity. Kincaid is a relatively new writer whose
work is beginning to receive critical attention. Lucy AuthorJamaica KincaidCountryUnited StatesEnglishGenreNovellaPublisherFarrar Straus &amp;amp; GirouxPublication dateSeptember 1990Media typePrint (hardback &amp; paperback)Pages164 pp (first edition, hardback)ISBN0-374-19434-3 (first
edition, hardback)OCLC22412663Dewey Decimal813 20LC ClassPR9275.A583 K5638 1990 Lucy (1990) is a short novel or novella by Jamaika Kincaid. The story begins with media res: the name Lucy came from the West Indies to the United States to be an au pair of a rich white family. The plot of the
novel closely reflects Kincaid's own experience. Lucy maintains a critical tone of A Small Place, but simplifies the style of kincaido's previous work, using less repetition and surrealism. The first of her books, set entirely outside the Caribbean, Lucy, like most Kincaid writing, has a solid autobiographical
basis. Lucy Josephine Potter, the novel's character, shares one of Kincaid's names and a birthday party. Like Kincaid, Lucy leaves the Caribbean to become an au pair in a big American city. At the age of nineteen, Lucy is older than kincaid's previous protagonists, which gives the book a more mature
and cynical perspective than in previous fiction. Still, Lucy has pangs of homesickness and unresolved feelings about her mother, and she has never lived on her own or seen much of the world. With plenty of room for growth and Lucy becoming a photographer, the story takes on künstlerroman, a novel
in which the artist matures in form. Lucy also joins the American immigration literary tradition, a tale that tells the story of a novice experience in the United States, such as those seen in Anzia Yezierska's bread givers, Willa Cather's My Antonia, and Julia Alvarez's How Garcia Girls Lost Accents. Along
with exploring immigration, Lucy, like many kincaid work, grabs with tension between mother and daughter. The themes of colonial identity confusion and the relationship between mother and imperial rule are not as distinct in The Luce's books as in previous Kincaid books, but have a central presence in
Lucy's relationship with her white, wealthy employers, her homeland and her new environment. Plot summary Eager to West Indies, Lucy's longing to leave her past. She does not feel nostalgic for her childhood and homeland, where she felt oppressed by toxic colonial and family influences. However,
when she arrived in North America, she pousing on the differences between the place she used to call home and where she now lives. It feels like something is wrong, because the sun is shining, but the weather is still cold. She also recalls fond memories of her grandmother, along with her favorite foods
from home, which her grandmother would cook, both of which are no longer available to her. She moves to America to work as an au pair for a family. Although at first she is enamored with their seemingly perfect life, she grows frustrated with her lifestyle and feels alienated from the family. Nevertheless,
she grows close to her mother Mariah, who resembles Lucy both good and bad for her mother. The relationship between Lucy and her mother is the main theme. At one point in their relationship with Mariah, Lucy sees Mariah (her boss) and her mother as the same as they are both trying to control Lucy.
(At other times, Lucy feels like a friend of Mariah.) Lucy also sees a similarity when she sees Lewis, Mariah's husband, cheating on Mariah because Lucy's father cheated on her mother. Throughout the book Lucy's strained relationship with her mother promotes her independence and ability to create her
own identity against her mother's identity. Lucy's mother was committed to her father, who had children of many other women. Angry that her mother valued properly, committed to the relationship (and taught Lucy to behave the same way) and still end up hurting, Lucy tries to identify herself in front of her
mother during her many sexual encounters without emotional attachment. This novel explores Lucy's sexuality as part of her identity search, illustrated by various sexual encounters with men, as well as her homoerotic relationship with her friend Peggy, whom Mariah does not like for being a bad
influence. Lucy's father is not mentioned as much as her mother is concerned, so it is unclear what relationship they have, whether she feels as negative about him as her mother. Lucy's father was an older man when he married his mother, and she describes their arrangement as mutually beneficial. Her
mother married someone who didn't bother her too much, while she still managed to keep the performances. In addition, her father married someone in old age to take care of him. Her father had several love affairs and children with other women while he married his mother. Some of these women have
tried to harm both Lucy and her mother throughout their lives. Lucy's father was raised by his grandmother. His mother left him at the age of five and then, at the age of seven, left to work in the Panama Canal, and he never saw any of them again. Then his grandmother died in the middle of the night one
night and did not wake up the next morning. Lucy's mother writes a lot of letters to her while she works as an au pair, but when she felt her mother had given her half-sibling education, she refused to open them. When she receives a message that her father has died, she hastily sends her mother money,
along with a letter clipped from her throughout communication. Further inciting her desire to move away from the frustrated Life of Mariah's family, she leaves hostile terms with Mariah, moves with Peggy and enters into a relationship with a man named Paul. Despite her new independence, she still
remains emotionally cut off from her relationship, without returning the love paul he professes to her. Although by the end of the novel she was rebuilding her relationship with Mariah, her independence, which she has sought since childhood, did not fulfill the novel ending with Lucy wishing she could love
someone so much that she would die from it. While she tries to escape her past and separate from her roots, she is therefore detached from all relationships, leaving her feeling alone. The main characters are Lucy Storyteller and a protagonist who works as an au pair. She is a extreme character with
conflicting feelings of both homesickness and wants to escape the influence of her mother and caribbean homeland. She has many non-existent sexual encounters, but she resents her mother for allowing her husband to dominate her life because Lucy's mother abandoned her career goals of being a
nurse to be with Lucy's father, who deceived her and leaves her with nothing when he dies. Lucy also contradicts her employer Mariah, who represents another figure in Lucy's life; at the same time exists as a source of comfort and contempt in Lucy's life, similar to the role her mother Annie also plays.
Lucy sees both her mother Annie and Mariah as caring, comforting, and strong women who allow themselves to get into the sexist roles that society and their men expect of them, so this brings extreme emotions from Lucy on them as they embody what Lucy longs and despises at once. Annie Potter
Lucy's mother. Because she discourages Lucy's aspirations and instead encourages Lucy's brothers, she resents her and does her best to break ties with her during the novel. Nevertheless, Lucy's mother is a constant presence in her life, sending her letter and coming to Lucy's mind when she least
expects it. Mariah Lucy is the main employer and doting but emotionally tense housewife tries to maintain a similarity of stability to her family life. Lewis Mariah's husband. He is both physically and emotionally distant, choosing to work away from home to make it better It has been revealed that he has an
affair with Dinah, Mariah's best friend. Although Lucy doesn't feel strongly toward his big part of the novel, she becomes decidedly more hostile to him when she learns about the novel. Tanner Boy with whom Lucy has her first sexual encounter. Although the relationship was purely physical, it begins with
Lucy's sexual curiosity, which manifests itself in future relationships with Hugh and others. Miriam The youngest daughter of Lewis and Mariah, with whom Lucy creates a special relationship dinah Mariah's best friend and woman with whom Lewis has an affair. Mariah and Lucy look at her differently:
Mariah is jealous of her kindness and general outgoing nature, and Lucy immediately suspects both her motives and her true nature. Peggy Lucy is the best friend she meets while she is in the United States. Peggy is a carefree woman from Ireland who dazzles Lucy with her knowledge of the city and the
people in it. While the two become friends, Lucy's inability to maintain a particularly close relationship with someone makes this friendship tense toward the end. But Lucy's decision to rent an apartment with Peggy ultimately means a growing sense of independence, both from her mother and from
Mariah. Hugh Lucy is the first guy in America and Dinah's brother. Shorter, dark-haired and benevolent, Hugh instantly makes a strong impression with Lucy. The two were immediately fascinated by each other, starting with a passionate relationship that involved Peggy. After all, because she doesn't love
him, she's not sad to see him go. Paul Lucy is a lover who feels more for her than she does for him. Lucy is again warned about dating because Peggy thinks Paul is creeping. Motifs and themes While attending Queen Victoria's girls' school, she was taught to memorize a poem about narcissists. (This
poem I wandered lonely as the cloud was written by William Wordsworth about two centuries ago.) The poem is reminiscent of the beauty of daffodils, which the speaker saw many years ago. Lucy can't appreciate this beauty because daffodils don't grow on her island. After quoting the poem, Lucy
applauds and explains that she feels fake at the moment. She feels like people see her as English inside, despite her strong antipathy to them. Narcissism is Lucy's alienation, both from her education and from her new home. Lucy's mother constantly takes Lucy's thoughts, worrying about rage, contempt,
desire and guilt. Lucy associates a huge amount of her experiences with a certain memory or opinion of her mother, which proves the power of the relationship between mother and daughter. The great departure that Lucy hopes to make with her trip to America, however, causes her sadness because she
feels that she will never know again the kind of love she shares with her mother. While Lucy finds that she has to stop with her mother reaching adulthood, she pains feelings of loss in the process. The seasons also culminate in differences between Lucy's old environment and her new northern climate.
Lucy has an approach to the seasons that reflect her mixed feelings about her home country. Although she rises in the weather and finds summer less cruel than at home in the colder months, she spends warm sun and living colors on the island. Seasons then highlight both Lucy's inner and similar

situations and give them greater meaning by connecting them with the natural phenomenon experienced by many. Lucy's letters from home liven up her difficult relationship with her mother. As Lucy takes to support her mother's unopened letters on her closet, she shows the disobedience that also
betrays her daughter's attachment: she doesn't throw them away and doubts the longing she would feel if she saw her mother's words. When Lucy finally reads a letter listing her father's death and her mother's misfortune, she comes to her mother's financial aid, but also releases her anger in a letter
home, once again representing her mixed feelings. After burning the letters she saved, Lucy finds an opportunity to move on. She sets out to leave Lewis and Mariah's apartment and sends a letter home showing empathy for her mother, but also breaking up with her, giving the wrong address. Throughout
the novel, the letters serve as markers of Lucy's struggle so that she can create a new life for herself, avoiding her past. Lucy's role in The Novel's driving force is Lucy's past. The story begins with Lucy arriving in North America and the reader is not sure why she left her home. Lucy keeps talking about
past events and alluding to them. As her character develops, one learns that Lucy's past experiences are very ingrained in her perspective, through which the reader hears the story. As such, Lucy's past is the root of recurring themes in the novel. At several points in the story, Lucy makes observations
that may be uncomfortable for the reader. Lucy seems to see that everything will come before they happen. Kincaid does this to give the impression that Lucy is particularly intelligent, which turns out to be the main novel. The author spends a lot of time living lucy's ability to understand things, as if to point
out she has superior intellect. Readers later discover that the discord between Lucy and her mother was caused by a mother with lower expectations for Lucy. In this way, Lucy's expression of intellect is directly related to her rebellion from her mother, which has occurred in the past. The past is, of course,
an impact on the future, and Lucy's fallout with her mother has also led to her inability to love. Lucy finally gets independence and freedom from her mother, but she can't love it because she thinks she won't be able to love anyone like she loved her mother. Given that Lucy's mother abandoned her and
pushed her After the arrival of her brothers Lucy can no longer give herself absolutely no fear that they will simply leave her like her mother did. [1] Another theme that enters the novel is the concept of reality. Lucy thinks that the people she meets lead a fake life that could be improved if they focus on
what is important. She is skeptical of her observations about the relationship between Lewis and Mariah. She is also skeptical about the negative events that occurred at home. She was unhappy enough to leave, and she basically finds it hard to believe that everyone is as happy as she seems. That's
why Lucy looks pessimistic. However, from its perspective, it is simply realistic. This approach stems from her past experiences. Lucy's identity Throughout the book, we can see that there is a subconscious mention of the Brontë sisters Enid Blyton, Paul Gaugulin and Lucifer. Lucy mentions that instead
of being named Lucy, she should have been named after one of the Brontë sisters (Emily, Anne or Charlotte). These three sisters were also au-pairs. Since Lucy went to a British school, she attended the study of books written by bronte English authors. It shows how they were the only role models she
knew about because she wasn't sent to higher education, as were her brothers. So she would have liked to be named after one of the Brontë sisters to show both the lack of attachment to her African culture and the longing for her own empowerment. This can also be conveyed through her refusal to
become a nurse, so that it would not be difficult for her to follow the instructions of higher powers, such as doctors. She also identifies with Lucifer, because it is the origin of her name (Lucy). This reflects Lucy's embrace of her promiscuous nature, and her non-religious nature. This extermination of the
roles her mother expects of her shows her rebelliousness and indignation at her mother because she did not support continued empowerment in society. The Caribbean heritage of Lucy is from the West Indies. Jamaica Kincaid is from Antigua and one can safely assume that Lucy's character shares the
same birthplace. While this is not explicitly stated, Lucy doesn't make reference to her home being named Christopher Columbus (who never footsher) after a Spanish church. Other evidence is the similarity of Kincaid's upbringing, along with the similarity of Lucy's character and references to Antigua as a
colony, despite increased decolonization. The critical response lucy has often been interpreted through double lenses of post-colonial and feminist criticism. For example, Gary E. Holcomb sees the novel as a black transnationalist because Lucy refuses to be restrained by Antigua or US colonial, racist
and international values. [2] Edyta similarly describes Lucy's learning to tell her story as an act of self-translation, in which she must create a new personal space in which her identity must not be defined by the roles of either colonized or colonized. [3] Critics have also focused on the many intertexts on
which the novel is based. Diane Simmons describes in detail how the novel is based on John Milton's Paradise Lost and Charlotte Brontë Jane Eyre, noting that Brontë was a favorite of Kincaid's author. [4] David Yost notes that Lucy has many correspondence with another Brontë novel, Villette, including
the names of the original pair (Lucy and Paul), his storyline (an au pair adapting to foreign culture), his themes (sexual repression against women and self-rest through art) and his setting (Villette's Paul dies returning from his Caribbean slave plantation)--arguing, that Lucy is acting in a post-colonial [5] Ian
Smith focuses on a scene in which Lucy has to memorize Wordsworth's I wandered lonely as a cloud in her boarding school, despite having never seen daffodils in Antigua. Intrusion that this episode repeats throughout Kincaid's work, Smith claims that the action here, transcending oppressive and often
pointless colonial education, symbolizes the entire oeuvre of Kincaido. [6] Links ^ Kincaid, Jamaica. Lucy. New York: Farrar Straus Giroux, 1990. ^ Holcomb, Gary E. Travel Transnational Slut: Sexual Migration of Kincaid's Lucy. Criticism: Modern Fiction Studios 44.3 (2003): 295-312. ^ Oczkowicz, Edyta.
Jamaica Kincaid's Lucy: Cultural Translation as a case of creative exploration of the past. MELUS 21.3 (1996): 143. The academic search is over. Ebsco. Internet. 2, 2011, in Simmons, Diana. Jamaica Kincaid and Canon: Dialogue with Paradise Lost and Jane Eyre. MELUS 23.2 (1998): 65-85. ^ Josh,
David. Three Lucy's Tale: Wordsworth and Brontë in Jamaica in Kincaid's Antiguan Villette. MELUS 31.2 (summer 2006): 141-156. ^ Smith, Ian. Inappropriate canonical intertexts: Jamaica Kincaid, Wordsworth and Colonialism's are not things. Callaloo 25.3 (summer 2002): 801-820. External links
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